BLOG

Machine learning spotlight: Industry 4.0 and predictive maintenance

CURT SCHWADERER

I interviewed Eitan Vesely, CEO of Presenso to discuss Industry 4.0, the Smart Factory, and how companies like Presenso can fill the knowledge gap with Machine Learning for Industry 4.0.

Read More +

ARTICLE

Designing smart home and wearables IoT applications, part one

JAYA KATHURIA AND MEENAKSHI SUNDARAM, CYPRESS

In part one of this series, we will cover IoT market trends and the relevance of smart home and wearable applications, followed by an example implementation of a smart home door lock controller.

Read More +

BLOG

The IIoT still lags behind the IoT and that may always be the case

RICH NASS

Is the industrial community waiting for somebody to stand up and be the Google of the Industrial IoT sector?

Read More +
GUEST BLOG

Smartphone companies pursue 3D sensing functionality for smartphone cameras
ABHISHEK BUDHOLIYA, FUTURE MARKET INSIGHTS

The recent past has seen escalating demand for a reliable generation of 3D models of both environment and objects.

Read More +

ARTICLE

Trends and innovations in the Industrial IoT
ALAN GRIFFITHS, CAMBASHI

This piece is part one of a three part series and explores some of the trends and innovations that are emerging in the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and the challenges they will help overcome.

Read More +

ARTICLE

Designing more flexible power banks with USB Type-C PD
HITESH KOTHARI AND AKHIL VIJAYAKUMAR, CYPRESS

This article discusses the design of USB Type-C PD power banks; i.e., power bank with a USB Type-C connector and using the USB Power Delivery (PD) specification.

Read More +
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ARTICLE
Monetizing blockchain-based M2M service
LEI ZHANG, IEXEC BLOCKCHAIN TECH

Today, several publications and other media outlets writing about how to apply blockchain in fog computing mostly focus on the features directly brought by blockchain.

Read More +

GUEST BLOG
Scale Wi-Fi to the IoT with embedded 802.11ax
FRANZ DUGAND, CEVA

In the smart home, we already see smart speakers, TVs, heating and A/C, security systems, video doorbells, and exercise machines. Where will it end?

Read More +

BLOG
enhanced NB-IoT: Disrupting the cellular IoT supply chain
BRANDON LEWIS

So you’ve been experimenting with the Raspberry Pi single-board computer for years, and you’ve finally come up with an application that others would be willing to pay for.

Read More +
Embedded Insiders: RISC-V is getting under Arm’s skin

BRANDON LEWIS

Arm recently put up a website challenging RISC-V technology that stirred up quite the hornet’s nest. After hundreds of comments from developers within a matter of hours, the site was promptly taken offline.

Read More +

ACCES I/O Products, Inc.

mPCIe-DIO Series: PCI Express Mini Cards for Easy and Flexible Digital I/O Expansion
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Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.

8 & 16 TB OpenVPX Data Storage Solution
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Rapid response for real-time control

MICROCHIP TECHNOLOGY, INC.

Closed-loop control is one of the most fundamental tasks performed by embedded systems. Typically, closed-loop control is implemented in software—an approach that throttles the CPU and consumes excessive power. Microchip’s new PIC18 Q10 and ATtiny1607 families eliminate these issues by implementing closed-loop control tasks in hardware.

Read More +
Industrial Automation with Kontron & Avnet: Reliable, rugged and smart

AVNET

Your customers depend on your industrial automation products to ensure smooth operations on the production floor, under the harshest factory and field conditions. That takes more than repackaged conventional technology. Avnet and Kontron deliver highly ruggedized technologies tailored to precise solution needs.

Read More +
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TI and AWS showcase SimpleLink? Wi-Fi and Amazon FreeRTOS: OTA Update Security and Reliability
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